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Alexandra Ballet to Host Cincinnati Ballet and
Kansas City Ballet Summer Intensive Auditions
Alexandra Ballet welcomes Kansas City Ballet and Cincinnati Ballet to Alexandra School of Ballet for auditions
for their summer intensive programs.
Directed by Academy Dean Catherine Batcheller, Cincinnati Ballet’s Summer Intensive from
June 17 - July 19th, 2013 is designed to provide excellence in training and professional
advancement. This program is for the serious ballet student who wants to maximize their
progress, strength and development through an immersion process. Cincinnati Ballet
Academy's rigorous curriculum focuses on both the technical and artistic aspects of correct
ballet technique execution and development, while weaving in other dance forms such as Jazz,
Modern, Character and Contemporary Ballet/Improvisation, and Partnering. The program
culminates in an informal performance workshop in Cincinnati Ballet's own Mickey Jarson
Kaplan Theater. Their auditions in St. Louis will be held at Alexandra School of Ballet on
Sunday, January 13th, 2:30pm registration and audition class 3:00pm - 4:30pm. A $25 audition
fee (cash or check only) as well as a 4x6 headshot with hair up and 4x6 first arabesque on Cincinnati Ballet’s
photo paper must be presented at the time of audition. For more information contact Kansas Summer Program
City Ballet School at 816-931-2299 or school@kcballet.org.
Kansas City Ballet offers a five-week summer intensive program from June 17 - July 19, 2013
for students ages 11 – 21 years. A highly concentrated curriculum which includes Ballet
Technique, Pointe, Repertoire, Men’s Technique, Character, Modern, Jazz and Partnering
(taught for the highest level). Classes also include Conditioning, Pilates, Make Up, Resume
Writing, Injury Prevention, and Nutrition. Students will showcase their progress in a studio
demonstration on Friday, July 19, 2013. Their auditions in St. Louis will be held at Alexandra
School of Ballet on Sunday, January 20th, 1:30pm registration and audition class 2:00pm 4:00pm. A $25 audition fee and a 4x6 headshot with hair up and 4x6 first arabesque on photo
paper must be presented at the time of audition. For more information contact Kansas City
Ballet School at 816-931-2299 or school@kcballet.org.
Kansas City Ballet’s
Summer Intensive

Directions to Alexandra School of Ballet can be found at www.alexandraballet.com.

Alexandra Ballet, a non-profit organization and widely recognized for over 25 years as the premiere preprofessional ballet company in St. Louis, is committed to educating, elevating and enriching the community
through the magic of dance. Under the artistic direction of St. Louis legend Alexandra Zaharias, the company
repertoire ranges from exquisite full-length ballets, powerful contemporary ballets and modern dance,
showcasing original works as well as the classics. Alumni from the Company have gone on to perform with
major professional dance companies all over the world.
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Alexandra Ballet is a proud member of:
Chesterfield Arts  Dance St. Louis
Missouri Citizens for the Arts  Regional Dance America - Mid States Honor Company
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